
Figure 2. Hourly surface runoff [kg/m2] aggregated over the 

year 2015, with CFSR data. Earth surface runoff is highly 

corelated with precipitation, evaporation, transpiration and 

irrigation. 

Figure 1. Large scale hydro dams span on a river and collect 

inflow using its reservoir. Surface runoff in their upstream areas 

dominates reservoir inflow, subsequently power generation.
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Figure 3. Pfafstetter Coding System describes water 

drainage topology: 

• At each level, higher digits denote upstream segments.

• Odd digits denote segments on the main stem; even 

digits denote tributaries of the main stem.

Figure 4.  Pfafstetter codes delineates various-level basins 

provided by HydroBASINS dataset. We developed an algorithm 

to identify hydro reservoirs’ upstream basins. The river network 

shown above confirms that the colored areas lie upstream.

Hydroelectricity in power systems

Hydro stations convert kinetic energy into electricity by 

flowing water through turbines. They run up to 60 years 

with little maintenance. 

Most importantly, its flexibility is crucial in future variable, 

renewable dominated energy systems.

Figure 5.  Reservoir inflows are highly seasonal, and fluctuate 

primarily with upstream precipitation. The time series are 

calibrated to match yearly measurement data, and a flow rate 

of 1m/s is added to account for delay of runoff transport. The two 

pairs of inflow are almost identical, due to their geographical 

proximity on the same river.

Figure 6. The second key parameter dominates potential 

hydroelectricity generation is dam head height. Hydro stations 

with same runoff inflow may show distinct power production 

patterns, owing to various head heights.
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Figure 7. One important character of hydro dams in China is that, 

they are usually part of a hydro station cascade, such as Three 

Gorges / Gezhouba, Xiluodu / Xiangjiaba. In such cascades, the 

dams are chained by the same river, and downstream dams' 

inflow largely depends on their upstream stations' turbine control 

or spillage. This is also accounted for using PyPSA.

Figure 8. In PyPSA, Reservoirs are presented as storage with 

inflows, and downstream reservoirs inflow are affected by their 

upstream hydro station’s control/spillage. Every time the reservoir 

discharges, there are one efficiency for power generation and 

one for discharge flow (100%). The head height determines the 

relation between these two efficiencies

Figure 9. Integrating the 41 hydro stations in a wind/solar dominated highly renewable Chinese 

electricity network, hydroelectricity has shown significant benefits in providing flexibility to the system and 

reduce conventional power plant infrastructure. The paper is in preparation.

This figure shows, throughout a whole year, the hydro station Three Gorges receives highly-seasonal 

inflow while providing electricity primarily during summer peak demand and maintain its reservoir level 

within technical limits.
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